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Board of DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
During the period under review, the Board of RADA experienced changes in line with protocol which
dictates that all Board resign when there is a change in Minister. Consequent on the appointment of
Robert Montigue as Minister of Agriculture in October 2011 there was a change in the Board of Directors.
Further as a result of the change in administration after the December 2011 General Elections the
membership of the RADA Board again changed.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FEBRUARY 2010—SEPTEMBER 2011,
OCTOBER 2011—FEBRUARY 2012 and
MARCH 2012—FEBRUARY 2014
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Mr. Novel Quest (Chairman,
National Board of Directors)
and Ms. Annette Henry
(board member).
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Message from the BOARD
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EXECUTIVE Summary
Technology transfer was one of the main
features of all extension delivery
programmes and in this regard over
60,000 farmers were impacted directly
through on farm interventions and by way
of text messages of a technical nature.
Countless others were also reached
through mass media releases, the RADA
website and through promotional and
publicity exercises both and the parish
and national levels.
Tractor services although not as buoyant
as when it was first reintroduce was
nonetheless eagerly sought after by
farmers and did impact the productivity of
over 1,200 of them cultivating just under a
thousand hectares. Marketing inventions
also had a telling impact upon the
domestic food crop producing sector in
areas of marketing intelligence, farm
credit, bulk buying and storage and the
forging of production marketing linkages
which benefitted over 6,500 farmers who
were able market their crops with a fair
level of assurance as far as pricing was
concerned.

T

he year under review was noticeably different from the three
previous years in terms of weather related production
disruptions. Production friendly weather persisted for the most

part and so farmers were able to concentrate their efforts upon

In the area of livestock production there
was strong emphasis upon information
dissemination, herd and pasture
improvement, in the care and
management of animals. These
interventions were made possible through
substantial interagency support and the
implementation of various livestock
improvement projects funded by sources
external to the Authority.

expansionary activities rather than upon recovery and rehabilitation
which have become a familiar pattern for the last few years

Weather stability coupled with farmer receptivity to the performance
objective of the range of programmes and special projects that
were implemented on their behalf were the significant contributory
factors that accounted for the 18% increase in production for 2011
when compared to 2010. Output for domestic food crop in nominal
terms was 592,018 tonnes compared to 500,304 tonnes for 2010.
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Extension deliver also encompassed the
Social Services/Home Economics
Programme which in essence targeted
community groups for specialized training
in Agricultural and farm family related
disciplines. The Social Services/Home
Economics Unit was instrumental in the
formation of over 90 groups consisting
mainly of women and youths. Emphasis
was placed on their empowerment
through the provision of knowledge and
enabling skills that were essential to the

EXECUTIVE Summary contd.
social, economic and intellectual well-being. In
furtherance of these outcomes the unit
conducted over 900 practical and theoretical
training sessions for the membership of these
groups in areas related to diet and nutrition,
family life education, resource utilization, value
added production, small business operation
and to the creation of employment
opportunities.
We are wished to state at this point range,
breadth and depth of the Authority’s enabling
interventions would have been considerably
reduced had it not been for the level of support
that was received from donor-agencies and
inter-agency partners and in this regard we
wish to express our appreciation to all of them
for the role they have collectively played in the
strengthening of our capabilities in the area of
service delivery.
Although there is always room for improvement
we are of the view that in an overall sense the
year under review was a satisfying one for the
Authority in terms of extension delivery, farmer
impact and production performance. In terms
of staff development much was done to
improve their operational capabilities both in
the technical and non-technical areas. There is
however, no denying that internal resource
constraints was a factor with which we had to
contend but these at no time proved to be
overwhelming as the Authority was able to
access additional resources on a regular basis
through partnership engagements with other
agencies connected to rural development.

Lenworth Taylor Marketing Specialist conducts training in
selection and grading of Irish potato.

Harold Spaulding
Chief Executive Officer
RADA
DONOR AGENCIES AND INTER-AGENCIES SUPPORT:
collaborations and support from inter-agency partners and
donor agencies collectively, strengthened the Authority’s
capacity in service delivery.
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FARMER TRAINING:
Farmer Field School
training session

FARMER TRAINING

O

ne of the prerequisite for farmer productivity and production
sustainability is the timely application of best practices at all
critical stages along the production value chain. The Authority

recognizing the centrality of technical know-how to the attainment of
these outcomes was relentless in its effort to transfer to farmers the
knowledge and skills that they required to enhance their production
capability and operational efficiency.
Information to farmers was disseminated both directly and indirectly.
Direct interventions were primarily by way of workshops, seminars, onfarm demonstrations and field visits. Over 65,000 farmers were
impacted in a technical way by these interventions. Extension
coverage however went far beyond this number of farmers as
countless others also benefitted indirectly from extension messages
that were transmitted by way of text messages, RADA website, mass
media releases and technical publications.

Achievements
Training Interventions took place in all 98 extension areas into which
the island is divided. The following is a summary of the achievements:
• Group farmer training sessions conducted 3,850
• Individual farm visits
- 45,300
• No. of farmers trained
- 65,000
• No. of demonstration plots
64
48,000 farmers were exposed to technical training in at least one of
the following areas:
• Protected Agriculture
• Nursery Production
• Crop Nutrition
• Orchard Crop Production
• Marketing
• Disaster Risk Management
• Integrated Pest Management
• Land Husbandry
• Livestock Production
• Record Keeping
• Apiculture
• Post-Harvest Management
• Farm Planning
• Irrigation & Water Management
• Plant Health and Food Safety

Farmer training activities
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CROP CARE MEASURES:
L-R Mr. Neville Morgan, Parish Agricultural Manger, RADA, St. Elizabeth,
Mrs. Marina Young, Senior Director, Technology, Training and Technical
Information division, RADA and Mrs. Michelle Sherwood, R&D (partially
hidden), Mr. Andre Gordon, Deputy Chairman, RADA national Board
listen to Mr. Derrick Lee, a farmer from Comma Pen, St. Elizabeth
explaining how to use pheromone traps for the monitoring of the Beet
Armyworm on scallion.

CROP CARE Programme
he central focus of this programme is the building of awareness

T

with respect to Plant Health and Food Safety and the promotion
and encouragement of best practices for the

containment/suppression of pests and diseases that adversely
affected production and saleability of crops. In furtherance of these
outcomes an integrated series of on and off farm activities were
undertaken with the following broad objectives:
•

•
•

•

•
•

To increase crop productivity and enhance production
sustainability through improved integrated crop/pest
management.
To meet global trade requirements through improved phytosanitary and food safety standards on farms.
To promote health and environmental well-being through
improved management of the eco-system and in the use of
agricultural pesticides.
To protect local agriculture from recently introduced exotic
pests through the development and implementation of
national pest management and action plans.
To foster collaboration with related agencies for the efficient
and cost effective delivery of services.
To ensure that the farming community and the general public
receive information on pest outbreaks and strategies for
containment/suppression.

Achievement highlights

Surveillance and monitoring of beet army worm.
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WOODEN TRASH BARRIER:
a land husbandry methodology used on slopes to
prevent soil erosion.

LAND HUSBANDRY

T

he promotion of sustainable agricultural production is one of the
central tenets of Authority’s extension delivery programme. The
attainment of this outcome has however been quite elusive

particularly in the watershed areas owing to a combination of factors
which caused farmers to be tardy in the application of best practices
on their farms. In light of this reality, the Authority made a conscious
effort to direct most of its land husbandry interventions at watershed
areas.
This was done partly with a view to stimulate awareness with respect
to the detrimental effects that inappropriate land use practices were
having on productivity and livelihood preservation. Interventions in
these areas were also carried out to demonstrate appropriate but
inexpensive soil treatments that would preserve soil fertility and
enhance production and livelihood sustainability within the targeted
areas.

Pineapple barriers.

Soil treatments and best practices that were emphasized including the
following: check dams, alley cropping, mulching, and agro-forestry
planting along contours, the usage of vegetative barriers, stone
barriers, minimum tillage, and individual basins.

Achievement Highlights

Stone barrier.

Minimum tillage.
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FARMERS’ MARKET:
Fruits, vegetables and ground provisions
being sold in the Farmers’ held on the
grounds of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries playfield, Hope Gardens,
St. Andrew.

MARKETING EXTENSION Services

T

he centrality of the marketing extension services in the provision
of marketing intelligence to farmers and other key stakeholders in
the promotion of market driven production cannot be overstated.

The Unit constantly explored ways and pursued strategies that caused
the major players linked to the production and marketing of selected
crops to operate within a framework of information sharing and mutual
trust.
This of course was a challenging undertaking given the years of mutual
distrust between the players. Substantial progress was however made
with respect to the production and marketing of irish potato, ginger,
turmeric and onion.
Specific Interventions of the Marketing Unit:
1.

The collection, verification and publishing of information on
produce availability and forecast on the Jamaica Agricultural
Management Information System (JAMIS) Web based platform.
The primary users of the information were farmers, processors,
wholesalers, retailers, exporters and consumers.

2.

Facilitated the bulk buying and storage of Irish potato during peak
production periods, and by so doing protected growers against
the suppression of crop prices below a certain threshold that
would have caused returns to be less than the cost of production.

3.

The forging of linkages between farmers and buyers that caused
the movement of 2,697 metric tons of produce valued
approximately $267M. 6,655 farmers benefitted
from this intervention.

4.

Conducting of 233 farmer training sessions including post-harvest
training that caused handling losses for many crops to be
significantly reduced. Post-harvest losses for Irish potato, for
example declined by as much as 50% in some areas. Over 3,800
farmers benefitted from postharvest training during the reporting
period.

5.

Funding for Irish potato production: through the instrumentality of
the marketing unit the National PC Bank pledged block funding to
support the production of the next potato crop.

Above:
Training session in the selection and grading of Irish potato.
Below:
Graded Irish potato stacked in crates .
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LAND TILLAGE:
Land preparation under the RADA
Tractor Service Programme.

TILLAGE SERVICE

T

his service was reintroduced in 2009 to provide farmers with
increased access to land preparation services at rates that were
reasonable but sufficient to cover the cost of ongoing

maintenance and replacement of the tractors over ten (10) years.
Twelve (12) rubber-wheeled tractors were originally acquired and
distributed to all the parishes except in St. Andrew but owing to the
increase in demand for the service an additional four (4) tractors were
added to the fleet in 2011.
The service although eagerly sought after by farmers is not as robust
as was expected owing to frequent breakdowns, lengthy downtime
and high maintenance cost. Tillage rates offered to registered farmers
are 80% of market rate, and this has adversely impacted income
generation and profitability and by extension the delivery of the
service.

Achievements
Land preparation
No. of farmers
Amount collected
Expenditure

-

939.8 hectares
1,249
$14,390.00
$13,372.00

LAND PREPARATION:
Registered farmers had access to tillage service at 80%
market rates.
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DOMESTIC FOODS:
Increased production of
a variety of locally produced
crops.

DOMESTIC FOOD CROP Production

D

omestic Crop Production for 2011 continued the upward trend
that has been observed over the past three (3) years. Production
for the current year when compared to that of the year before

showed an increase of 18.3%. In nominal terms production for 2011
was 592,108 tonnes compared to 500,304 tonnes for 2010.

Performance by Parish
Crop production interventions took place in all 98 extension areas into
which the island is divided. The following is a summary of the
achievements:

Cabbage production.

Performance by Crop Group
Vegetables, yams and potatoes accounted for over 70% of the overall
production with vegetables being the best performing crop group,
contributing approximately. 38% to overall production for 2011. All
crop groups recorded increases excepting yams with declined
marginally by 1.6%.
The outstanding production performance for 2011 was mainly
attributable to favorable weather and the impact of the Authority’s
enabling interventions under the range of programmes and special
projects highlighted elsewhere in this report.

Irish potato production.
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FEED TIME:
Jamaica Hope cattle being fed
at the trough by a handler.

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

T

he resurgence of interest in commercial livestock
production particularly among small scale producers is
functionally linked to the renewed impetus in the Authority

with respect to the delivery of extension services to the
livestock producing subsector. Since the reintroduction of
livestock officers into the service after a break of almost 15
years, livestock farmers again begin to benefit on a regular
basis from the technical interventions of officers specifically
trained in livestock production and who have been able to
transmit the requisite knowledge and skills for growth and
development of the subsector.
Service delivery during the period was substantially enhanced
through the synergies that derived from collaborative work with
a number of organizations involved in rural development.
Several livestock improvement projects were accordingly
implemented through partnership engagements and these have
helped to stimulate growth within the subsector particularly
with respect to small stock production. These projects placed
particular emphasis upon farmer training, herd improvement,
pasture and infrastructural upgrading, as well as upon the care
and management of animals.

Achievement Highlights

Feeding poultry.
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VALUE ADDED:
Preparation of foods for School Feeding
Programme under the Jamaica Emergency
Employment Programme (JEEP).

SOCIAL SERVICES /HOME ECONOMICS Programme

T

he Social Services/Home Economics Unit continued its
efforts to help farm families and by extension farming
communities to improve their quality of life. Community

groups and individuals, especially women and youth benefited
from the various activities and interventions in family life
education, personal development, home management and
employment creation through a number of individual and or
group based micro-enterprises.

Targets and Achievements

Income Generating Enterprises

JEEP SCHOOL FEEDING PROGRAMME:
The Social Services/ Home Economic Unit facilitated the
school feeding component under the JEEP programme
where bottled juices and fruit packages were produced
and distributed to specified schools.
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NET WORKING:
Dissemination of information by extension staff
to farmers via mobile devices.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

T

he following were the main ICT initiatives for the reporting
period:

•
•
•

The development and implementation of a standardized
reporting system for projects and programmes.
The development of a framework for Lifelong Learning
for farmers L3F.
The development of a platform for distance learning.

Substantial effort and resources were dedicated to the
development and implementation of a standardized
reporting system to streamline extension activity reporting.
This web based facility, a component of Agro Business
Information System (ABIS) will provide the organization with
the capability to produce progress report and programmes
and projects whenever the need arises.
Mobile learning which was one components of L3F, and
was well supported by the Commonwealth of Learning
Programme in terms of funding and technical assistance.
This initiative was welcomed by farmers as it provided them
with voice and text technical advice and alerts directly to
their mobile phones which in essence kept them in contact
with extension advice even without the physical presence of
extension officers. The mobile alerts were most helpful to
them in the application of mitigation measures particularly
during periods of pests’ outbreaks and adverse weather.
In an effort to further enhance the use of ICT in the
extension services, the ICT Unit played an integral role in
the operationalization of a distance learning project for
extension officers. The aim of the project was to incorporate
the use of technology in the delivery of the Extension
Officers’ Recertification Programme. The initial stage of the
intervention focused on the production of course content on
multi-media through which the officers could become
engaged in self-directed learning.

COLLABORATION:
Mr. Phillip Chung, Senior Director — Technology,
Training & Technical Information Division (second top
L-R) and Mr. Brad Clarke, Manager — Information &
Communication Technology (fifth top L-R) participating
in a female goat herders meeting in India.
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DATA COLLECTION:
ABIS is the repository of information on farmers
and their agricultural enterprises.

AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM (ABIS)

T

he Agricultural Business Information System is a web

Farmers ID produced to date -

75,181

based system developed by the Authority as a repository of

The Authority collaborated with the Electoral
Office of Jamaica for the production of farmer
ID cards for onward distribution to farmers by
consists of the following module /sub-systems.
Extension Officers. The cards were produced at
Registration Module —to retain / maintain personal information no cost to the farmers but at a cost to the
on farmers as well as to provide information on crops, livestock Authority.
and agricultural production, markets and stakeholders to
information on farmers and their agricultural enterprises. It

support the business of agriculture.
Estimated Crop Production Sub-system —ABIS was
upgraded to accommodate the entry of crop production data
from Extension Officers. This sub-system of ABIS is now fully
developed and has provided authorized users within the
Authority and elsewhere with internet access through ABIS to
the monthly provisional estimate of domestic crop production
posted into the system by Extension Officers island-wide.
Receipt Book Management Sub-system —This facility
supports the Praedial Larceny Prevention Programme (PLPP)
which is jointly administered by the Jamaica Agricultural
Society (JAS) and the Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF).
The Praedial Larceny Prevention Programme was re-launched
by the Minister of Agriculture & Fisheries during the reporting
period. Members of the JCF have since been sensitized in the
use of the Receipt Book Management System which is linked
to ABIS. JCF members have been given access to the ABIS
system through their control centres and are now able to use
the farmer registration records in the system to cross reference
purchase receipts supposedly issued by farmers to produce
traders. This cross referencing ability of the police will put them
in a better position to assist in the fight against praedial larceny.
Extension Activity Services Management System (EASMS) —
This Sub-system allows for the recording of detailed
information on each project/programme under implementation
and facilitates performance tracking and the preparation of
progress reports at whatever frequency is desired.
Farmer Registration and Verification —This is an ongoing
exercise which is routinely carried out by Extension Officers.
Farmers are encouraged to register with the ABIS to guarantee
their access to the extension delivery services and also to
benefit from reduced rates in instances where there is a charge
for services.
Farmers registered to date
Farmers verified to date

- 152,916
- 139,607

Extension staff collecting on-farm data via mobile
devices for ABIS database.
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STAFF TRAINING:
A typical scene from
one of the various
ongoing, on the job
training sessions for
technical and nontechnical officers.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & Administration

T

he Authority has long recognized that staff development is a
necessary precursor for operational efficiency and customer
satisfaction in service delivery. The attainment of these two (2)

outcomes were among the compelling reasons for the range of
interventions that were undertaken with a view to institutional
strengthening and job enrichment.
Included among the initiatives were: job rotation, ongoing appraisal,
succession planning and on the job training for both technical and
non-technical officers. The overriding purpose behind all interventions
was to ensure best practices at all operational levels and also to
ensure that officers, particularly those poised for career advancement
were constantly kept in a state of preparedness to assume greater
responsibility whenever the opportunity arises.
The following categories of officer were trained in areas identified
during the reporting period:

TURMERIC PRODUCTION
Extension staff being trained
in turmeric production.
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PORTLAND OPEN DAY 2011
A sectional view of the patrons
attending the expo.

AGRICULTURAL SHOWS & Exhibition

P

romotion and publicity were an integral component of extension
activities during the period under review. Agricultural shows and
exhibitions and office open days were but two of the

promotional methods relied upon in furtherance of coverage
expansion, image building and visibility enhancement. The use of
parish level office open days and national level exhibitions to
promote the Authority’s range of services to mass audiences were
quite successful in terms of public participation, level of interest,
queries, and feedback.
These occasions were also used to highlight trends and opportunities
in agriculture, best practices, and inter-agency collaboration and to
stimulate public interest in agriculture and in the contribution of the
sector to national growth and development.
The shows of greatest significance in terms of coverage, mass appeal,
attendance and feedback were staged in Clarendon,Trelawny, St.
James, St. Andrew and St. Thomas. Displays mounted and information
presented highlighted the following:
•
Tree Crop Production
•
Nursery Production
•
Greenhouse Production
•
High quality fresh agricultural produce
•
Soil Conservation treatments and watershed preservation
•
Packaging of fresh produce for export and local
•
Value added production
•
Livestock Production and Management
•
Organic farming
•
Safety measures for pesticide use
•
Apiculture
•
Agri-business Information System
•
Agricultural Disaster Risk Management
•
Farm Management
•
Careers in Agriculture

Brenda Green, Social Services/ Home Economics
officer in dialogue with students at a health fair in
Emancipation Park.

A scene from Denbigh 2012 Agricultural &
Industrial Show.
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GUAVA
A closeup view of a guava tree.

FRUIT TREE CROP Project

T

his project places strong emphasis upon commercial production
of fruits in orchard. The ultimate goal being to increase the supply
of fruits to levels that will satisfy the demand from processors and

the fresh markets.
The establishment of new orchards is one of the components of the
project but budgetary constraints during the past three years have
adversely impacted the delivery of inputs and consequently only a few
new orchards were established during the reporting period. Project
emphasis were therefore on farmer training in the care, management
and rehabilitation of existing orchards with a view to increasing crop
productivity.
The production incentives delivered under the project and the crops
targeted were as follows:
Production Incentives: plants, tools and equipment and technical
advice.
Tree Crops Targeted: ackee, avocado, breadfruit, cashew, guava,
jackfruit, june plum, mango, naseberry, soursop.

Achievement Highlights

Ackee tree.

Soursop fruits.

Naseberry fruits.
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INTERNATIONALLY Funded Projects
Improving Jamaica’s Agricultural Productivity Project (IJAPP)

T

his project commenced in October 2008

Greenhouse Component
The Authority was designated by the Ministry of Agriculture &
and ended March 2012 and was funded by
Fisheries as the implementing agency for this component which
the Canadian International Development
was funded as follows:

Agency (CIDA) and the Government of
Jamaica. The project had two main
components namely, greenhouse production
and modern marine fisheries and technology
and was implemented to improve the
productivity of Jamaican farmers and fisher
folks through the application of greenhouse
technology and sound environmental
management practices in small scale marine
fisheries.

Achievement Highlights
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CIDA’s
contribution - CAN$2M (J$142,326,494)
GOJ’s
contribution $47,982,554
Total
$190,309,048
Project Deliverables:
• Construction of commercial greenhouses
• Construction of post-harvest and
packaging facilities
• Technology Transfer
• Crop Research for greenhouse production.

EUROPEAN UNION FOOD FACILITY Project (EUFF)

T

his project was completed at a cost of approximately 5.8M
Euro and was implemented over two (2) years. The main
goal was the reduction of poverty and the enhancement of

food security for vulnerable groups in both rural and urban
areas.
The project had the following fourteen components:
1.
Root and Tuber Production
2.
Greenhouse Nursery Production
3.
Farm Machinery
4.
Backyard Gardening
5.
Fertilizer Scheme
6.
Strengthening Data Collection Systems
7.
Rice Production
8.
Small Scale Irrigation
9.
Organic Farming
10.
Small Livestock Production – New Entrants
11.
Small Livestock Production – Existing Farmers
12.
Tissue Culture Production
13.
Food Promotion – Local Produce Consumption
14.
Packaging & Postharvest Facilities
Expected Outcomes: Improvements in agricultural
productivity, increase in the production and use of locally grown
food crops, increase market driven small livestock production,
and the strengthening of the policy framework and strategies to
build productive capacity within the agriculture sector.
The Authority was given responsibility for implementation of the
first six (6) components.

Achievement Highlights
Some beneficiaries of the
backyard garden project funded
by the European Union Food
Facility project.
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EUROPEAN UNION BANANA SUPPORT Programme (EUBSP)

O

disease. 35,500 hives inspected; 333
hives quarantined and destroyed; bee
keeping pest management handbook
produced; 139 farmers trained in
business management.

verall Objective: The promotion of sustainable
development in the traditional banana parishes.

Project Purpose: Maintenance and improvement of the living
standards of those adversely affected by the fall out in the
banana production.

•

Infrastructural work - construction of
retaining walls and culverts and
restoration of minor water supplies in
selected banana producing
communities in three (3) parishes.

•

Institutional strengthening - GPS
equipment, computers and software
were procured on behalf of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries. (MoA&F)

•

Supply of lab equipment - provision of
new equipment and related goods to
all MoA&F labs.

•

Contracts with the Banana Board and
All Island Banana Growers Association
for the provision of technical services
to the banana producing sub-sector.

Target Groups: Banana farmers, displaced banana farmers,
farm and port workers, and others who were connected to the
production and trade of bananas.
Target Parishes: St. Thomas, St. Mary, St. James, St.
Catherine, Clarendon, and Portland.
Programme Components: The programme has two (2)
parallel components namely: the banana Improvement
Programme (BIP) and the Rural Diversification Programme
(RDP).
•

Banana Improvement Programme (BIP)
This component provided technical and financial
support to existing banana and plantain farmers to
improve their production capability and to encourage
value added production.

•

Rural Diversification Programme (RDP)
The RDP provides support to those displaced as a
result of the decline in banana production including
farmers, farm workers, port workers and their
communities. It identifies, builds and supports demanddriven and market-led sub-projects for farmers and
other target groups. Support is given to start,
strengthen or expand alternate agricultural and nonagricultural enterprises and projects supported are
expected to be sustainable in order to ensure livelihood
preservation.

Achievement Highlights
• Production of alternate crops and creation of alternate
employment.
Approximately 250 hectares of alternate crops were
established and two (2) greenhouses constructed. 500
farmers benefitted.
•

Cocoa rehabilitation - 785 hectares rehabilitated, 526
farmers benefitted.
Retaining walls under construction.

•
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Apiculture - management of American Foulbrood

ALBA-ALIMENTOS INITIATIVE - Farmer Input Supply Project

T

his project is now in its second year of
implementation and is funded by the
Venezuelan Government through a grant of

US$2M under the Petro Caribe Agreement.
The project was developed in response to
increasing costs for agricultural inputs and
global trends in rising food prices and has the
following main objectives:
• Expansion of production of selected crops.
• Increased access of small farmers to farm
machinery and equipment.
• Increased availability of planting materials
and other inputs to farmers.
Approximately Fifty One Million Dollars
($50.6M) were expended during the reporting
period to support the productive effort of the
membership of over 520 Producer Marketing
Organizations distributed island-wide.
Types of Assistance: planting materials,
agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, tools and farm
machinery, land preparation, and inputs for
livestock production.
The following allocations were made for the
procurement of production inputs.
Inputs
Planting materials,
tools, small stock,
animal feed.
Fertilizer
Tractors
Other inputs
Total

Allocation

$13.1M
$16.3M
$18.1M
$ 3.1M
$50.6M

ALBA handing over ceremony.
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PARTNERSHIP ENGAGEMENTS

T

he range of interventions highlighted in this Investment Fund (JSIF), Scientific Research Council (SRC),
Food for the Poor, Social Development Commission (SDC),
report and the achievements recorded
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute (CFNI), Jamaica
would not have been realized had it not
Exporters Association (JEA), Jamaica Citrus Protection Agency
(JCPA), Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA),
been for the contribution received as a result of
Ministry of Health, (MOH), Bureau of Women’s Affair, Ministry of
partnership engagements. The Authority,
Education, Jamaica Sheep Farmers Association, Jamaica Pig
Farmers Association, Jamaica Egg Farmers Association,
operating within the context of budgetary
Eastern Livestock Development Association, Beef and Diary
constraints would have been forced to either
Development Board.
cut back, scale-down or suspend some of its
on-going programmes, had it not been for the
support derived through collaborative work
with donor agencies and various organizations
concerned with rural development.
Interagency engagements gave the Authority
access to additional resources – human,
financial, technical and physical – which
substantially compensated for the resource
deficit within the Authority. Several ongoing
programmes including, Social Services / Home
Economics, Farmer Training, Crop Care,
Livestock Development, Marketing, Agriculture
Disaster Risk Management and the
Agribusiness Information system were
positively impacted as a result of the synergies
derived from these engagements.
The following were the leading sources from
which support was derived:
European Union Banana Support Programme
(EUBSP), Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO), Commonwealth of Learning (CoL),
Caribbean Agricultural Research Development
Institute (CARDI), Inter American Institute for
Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA), United
States Department of Agriculture/APHIS, Plant
Quarantine and Research and Development
Division (MOAF, United States Agency for
International Development (USIAD), Electoral
Office of Jamaica (EOJ), National
Environment and Planning Agency (NEPA)
Christiana Potato Growers Cooperative
Association Ltd., Pesticide Control Authority
(PCA), Agro-Grace Limited, St. Jago Farm
Supplies, Jamaica 4-H Clubs, National
Irrigation Commission (NIC), Jamaica
Agricultural Society, JAS) Jamaica Social
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IICA/ RADA collaboration.

AGRICULTURE DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT (ADRM)

T

he 2011 Atlantic Hurricane season, although highly active
(20 tropical cyclones) had minimal impact on the island.
Most systems failed to intensify to any significant degree

and consequently it was not necessary to activate the ADRM
response mechanism either at the national or parish level with
respect to Tropical Storms. It was however necessary to
activate the response mechanism particularly in St. Elizabeth to
deal with the effects from an outbreak of the Beet Army Worm.
Notwithstanding the level of reduced activity, ADRM
Committees were in a state of constant preparedness to deal
with the targeted natural hazards, through regular meetings and
networking with external stakeholders. These interactions
enabled the Authority to make significant contributions to the
development of a number of ADRM connected projects. These
included the Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience Project
as well as a Watershed Management Project. Both projects are
scheduled for early implementation across several parishes.
The Authority also provided information, technical guidance
and counterpart leadership support to a FAO Initiated
Community Based ADRM Project with special emphasis on
livelihood assessment and the training of community groups in
disaster preparedness planning.

Data Collection Component - Training in the use
of weather stations.

Weather station.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORSʼ REPORT
To the Board of
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority
Report on the financial statements
We have audited the financial statements of the Rural Agricultural Development Authority set out on pages 3 to 34
which comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2012 and the recurrent income and expenditure
account, capital grants and expenditure account, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended and a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.
Managementʼs Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and the Jamaican Rural Agricultural Development Authority Act 1990. This
responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting
and consistently applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the
circumstances.
Auditorsʼ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors
consider internal controls relevant to the Authority's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity's internal controls. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the Authority’s financial position as at 31 March 2012,
and of its financial performance, changes in equity and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and comply with the provisions of the Jamaican Rural Agricultural
Development Authority Act 1990.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORSʼ REPORT (Contʼd)
To the Board of
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority
Report on additional requirements of the Jamaican Rural Agricultural Development Authority Act 1990
We have obtained all the information and explanations which, to the best of our knowledge and belief, were necessary
for the purposes of our audit.
In our opinion, proper accounting records have been kept and the financial statements are in agreement therewith, and
give the information required by the Act, in the manner so required.

Chartered Accountants
27 September 2013
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